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Royal School of Music 
From 1981 - 1989 I was a student of piano and music theory under the tutlage of Elizabeth Cunliffe, Maungaraki, Greater Wellington, New Zealand. This gave me a strong foundation to further my music knowledge competently. 
____________________________________________________
Leigh Jackson guitar tuition
Jazz master Leigh Jackson taught me guitar in 1992. We specialized in blues, jazz, and contemporary styles. 
_____________________________________________________
Ann J. Ribeiro guitar tuition
I was taught flamenco guitar by Ann Ribeiro in 1992. She also taught me some classical, classical/jazz fusion, and guitar theory. 
_____________________________________________________


Jamie Scott Palmer 
Since 1992 I have learned a lot via autodidacticism and teaching others. My curious nature, keeness to expand on current knowledge, thriving for excellence, and passion for self improvement have served me well for a long time. 
_____________________________________________________
Piano and music theory teaching 
In 1992 I taught piano and music theory. Feedback from my students and students parents was always very positive, specifically with regards to my teaching style, patience, articulate communication, and skill as a teacher. I ceased teaching piano in 1993 to pursue teaching guitar and partake in creating my own compositions and for music performances. 
_____________________________________________________
Various performances
Since 1992 in High School, I have performed live on stage with a variety of bands, often as musical director, and sometimes teaching other musicians their parts. This continued beyond High School into live venues in the Wellington region and continues to this day. My primary instrument is guitar but I have also played bass, piano, keyboards, synthesizers, drums, and done backing vocals live. 
I have also performed live as a solo artist in Amsterdam, Berlin, Budapest, Belfast, London, and Prague. 
_____________________________________________________
Recording and session musician
I appear on various albums written by friends. They singled me out to help make their songs come to fruition, always feeling a need to accomodate me due to a specific style I am competent in. I have a diverse range of musical techniques, savvy instrumentalisms, and can adapt to many musical environments. Usually I was allowed to create my own parts due to them all having respect for my musical creativity. 
For more information on this please feel free to email or call me, as it is easier to communicate about these ventures that way. I have appeared on so many albums that it is an arduous task typing them all up here in this resume. 
_____________________________________________________
The Emptys Response
My main musical outlet is via my solo moniker,
 'The Emptys Response.' 
I have written, recorded, and performed solo since I was a teenager. When the internet provided convenient and user friendly outlets for musicians my productivity increased circa 2008. Publicly sharing my solo music started with Myspace and moved on to Soundcloud and Bandcamp in 2009. I have been prolific since then. 
Here's my solo musician website:
https://www.theemptysresponse.com/
_____________________________________________________
General information and my personal musical philosophy
I have made music for a variety of videos, an advertisement for my authour friend, William Cook, had a track of mine used in the 24 Hour Film competition in Gisborne, and have music of mine in other multi media releases.
My partner at the time, (2009,) Kelly Norris, taught me the basics of Pro Tools and I took my digital recordings from there. Since then I have learned a lot re recording techniques, mixing, mastering, musical collaborations, file sharing projects, helping others with their music and spoken word projects, and engineered some productions. I still read music and/or adapt to anything 'by ear.' Prior to using Digital Audio Workstations, MIDI, and electronic devices/tools, I used analog equipment. 
I have perfect pitch. 
My philosophy on music is that it is a central part of the human experience. Pre birth we have been given a connection with it via our mothers heartbeat in utero. Sound is ubiquitous, even in a seemingly quiet environment we can still 'hear' our thoughts. If a person attains pure silence via meditation there is still a frequency, vibration of sound permeating their consciousness even if it is beyond the realm of their 'in the moment' human auditory perception. There is evidence that sound and the organisation of sounds as music is certainly a spiritual force to be respected, appreciated, and is a consciously awe inspiring gift of existence. 
Having the privelege of being able to express oneself through music is something I do not take for granted. It has served me well for my entire life so far and will continue to. Of all the creative outlets I can think of, musical expression is the one which I feel can encapsulate and deliver (sic) ineffable emotions the most adequately. I specialise in instrumental music because I adore that music can be a unifying force and feel that by creating instrumental music there are no barriers, i.e language/linguistcs, accents, or inarticulate verbalisms. I also feel that instrumental music can portray deep emotions on a visceral level. Something I consciously do is try to create visions in my audiences mind via my music. This is where focusing on cinematography, photos, visual memories in my mind, far away places, travel experiences, or even abstract and psychedelic colours in my head inspires me to create sonic soundscapes, songs, or simply just experiment with a certain 'sound palette.' 
I firmly believe that everyone should nurture their innate childlike curiosity and wonderment with their surroundings. It can be used advantageously re mindfully expressing yourself. So please feel free to use that inherent fascination sparked from within you, to your creative and artistic hearts content. 


 










































































